
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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God Is Love 

If you are receiving this publication, you most likely already know the magnitude

of God’s love.

“But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were

still sinners, Christ died for us.” (Romans 5:8 NASB)

God’s love extends to all mankind through His Son’s death on the cross.

Christ’s death, burial and resurrection results in eternal salvation for those who

will place their faith in God and act receptively on that faith. How marvelous is

the magnitude of God’s love for man!

There is however, a very bizarre thing happening in our culture today concerning

love — it’s being used as a weapon to destroy Truth. Wow — love destroying

Truth? How’s that? — That’s a big claim to make. Perhaps — but not if a different

meaning for love is being used — a meaning different than is used in describing

the love of God.

For example — demonstrating love for others is the reason being given nowadays

for tolerance of things spoken of in the Scriptures that are clearly unacceptable to

God. We are being told that “a loving person” would tolerate all kinds of behavior —

that adultery is nothing more than “a relationship outside of marriage” — not a

violation against God as well as ones spouse — and certainly not sin. We’re also

told that telling a lie to achieve a greater good is an appropriate thing to do. So

we begin to see that a skewed definition of love means every behavior and every

action of every person is permitted — even those kinds of things that are a

blatant violation of the kind of love God has demonstrated toward us. Love, as

it is being defined today is — above all else — accepting and tolerant of every-

thing and everyone. Because of this distorted definition, love has become a god

to many people. It has become superior to God by becoming more important

than obedience to Him.

This manipulation of the meaning of love is causing the Bible to come under

attack because the Scriptures clearly state that God is not tolerant of many

things — including certain behaviors in which many people want to participate.

Therefore according to the definition the world is using for love — the

Scriptures can not be Truth — because they do not teach tolerance of everything

— thus — the Bible is considered to be hateful by those who have manipulated

the meaning of love to mean something different than it is.
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a. Do you think there really is a place called heaven?

b. Do you think there is a literal burning hell?

c. What does Romans 6:23 mean by “the wages of sin is death?”

d. Do all people sin and fall short of the glory of God? (Romans 3:23)

e. What do you think happens when people die?

f. Do you think a loving God will really send people to hell?

g. Is there only one way to God?

h. Do other ways exist for getting to heaven?

You might be surprised at some of the answers you get. Solid, clear cut, Biblical

answers to those questions are in short supply nowadays. Far too many people —

young and old alike — live in ignorance of even the most basic facts of Scripture.

The gradual decline in understanding the Scriptural concept of the love of God

has led to many false ideas being readily accepted in today’s culture. The yearning

for a sense of union with “a higher being” has led many down the wrong path

— a path that often culminates in tolerating (in the name of love) the practice of

sins that are clearly denounced in the Bible. Many have also accepted errant

beliefs about heaven and hell and how to access the One True God. Many have

bought in to the concept that it’s OK to be “spiritual but not religious” — a

“Jesus follower” but not a church goer — or that it’s OK believe that there is

nothing that is not God — that God is in every person and is just waiting to be

“called forth.” Even many Christians think its OK to not challenge those who

refer to Biblical commands and teaching as nothing more than “traditions” —

they think it’s OK to not challenge things like that because it “just wouldn’t be

very loving to do so.”

We’ll say it again — in case you read right over it the first time — God is

love — but love is not God. Love, as expressed by mortal man — even at its

greatest — cannot even come close to accomplishing what God accomplished

through the death, burial and resurrection of his Son. Society is taking something

that is far beyond our ability to comprehend, and reducing it to our own level

of understanding.

If you start paying close attention — really close — you will begin to identify

instances where love is being placed above obedience to God in just about every

corner of our society. Start watching for it! You’ll see it in newspapers, magazines

and books, hear it on television, in movies, on radio, in music, in education, see

it demonstrated in holistic medicine, alternative healing techniques, fitness tech-

niques as well as in business practices — and — yes — even in religion. That’s

where we have to especially look out for a manipulation of the meaning of love.
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of the meaning of love. There is however, a current movement loosely referred

to as the Emergent Church that has evolved from both New Age and the eleva-

tion of love to “god status.” In a nutshell, Emergent can be described as groups

of people who gather together for “conversations” (not worship) with no specific

belief except that they include and encourage all religions, all beliefs and all

methods of spiritual expression in their movement. They see themselves as the

“Ancient Future.” They use “ancient” because they rely heavily on the writings

of ancient mystics such as of Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Thomas

Merton, and others. They use the term “future” because they are reintroducing

mysticism into the current age. There are also numerous modern authors rapidly

growing in popularity who are expounding this same doctrine. Emergents believe

that through the perfecting of various mystical practices and spiritual disciplines,

they too, can accomplish what Jesus stated when He said “I and the Father

are one” (John 10:30). This Emergent/New Age doctrine differs dramatically

from the indwelling Spirit given to Christians at baptism in that the goal of

those involved in Emergent/New Age is to become Christ — to become as fully

permeated with God as Christ was, thus become like Him — fully human — and

fully divine. In other words — it is total and complete union of god (small “g”

because it is the god within their own self that they seek) and man.

Emergents use the divisions within the religious world as evidence that all faiths

equally fail to accomplish the level of tolerance that they will accomplish

through the love of all matter, all people and all behaviors — thus changing the

world into heaven on earth. The ultimate expectation is complete elimination of

“evil” — which will be realized when all humans have mastered the discipline

of accessing their “god-within.” However, because of the manipulation of the

meaning of love — evil includes anything that causes discord or interrupts the

pursuit of that counterfeit definition of love. Evil would then include the “hate-

speech” and intolerance taught in the Scriptures since tolerance and acceptance

has become the ultimate demonstration of that new version of love.

It is essential then for Emergents to ignore the existence of sin since that would

show intolerance for something or for someone. The need for a Savior is therefore

completely dismissed.They only need to access their own “enlightened self” and

become “like Christ” — fully divine.

Weird stuff, huh?? Not quite “buying” what we’ve said in this article?? Convinced

that your congregation and your life won’t be effected by all of this?? Do

yourself a favor.

1. Read some of the current so called “Christian books” and watch for ways

that Scripture is subtly ridiculed by introducing a more “modern under-

standing” of it.

2. Talk to college students. Ask them the following questions and listen

closely to their answers.

Following the conclusion that the Bible can’t be Truth because it does not teach

tolerance of everything, the next logical step of a society that has made love its

god is to identify specific things in Scripture that it views as “unloving” and

proceed to see that those parts of the Scriptures be added to the items defined as

“hate speech.” A society that has made love its god will of course view the

condemnation of any act or behavior as “unloving” since tolerance and acceptance

has become the ultimate demonstration of love — and love has become god. 

This distorted status of love then leads to the belief that the ultimate expression

of hate speech is professing that Christ is the only way man can be reconciled to

God. Teaching and stating such a belief excludes all other faiths. It is an exclu-

sionary and intolerant statement — and therefore — considered hateful in a

society that has made love its god. We have stated this before, but it is becoming

increasingly evident that those who hold to a “one way to be saved” theology are

viewed as ignorant, unloving and hateful people who cling to such a belief

because they lack love for those who believe differently than they do. When

knowledge of God’s Word and a Biblical love for mankind is diminished

because of framing it as intolerant hate speech — love has emerged as the new

god. Yes — God is love but love is not God.

While manipulation of the meaning of love is not the only thing that has led to a

rejection of God’s Word, it has definitely played a huge part in paving the way for

various other subtle methods to become more and more commonplace during the

past several years. Abundant evidence of this, recently became apparent in the

Texas textbook controversy. The controversy was created when some individuals

perceived that there could be a possible shift in the content of textbooks used by

school children that would indicate this nation was indeed founded on Christian

principles. That was not considered to be appropriate content since that would tend

to give Christianity more leverage in society rather than treating all beliefs as equal.

After years of text books moving toward removal of all references to Christianity

in any manner while at the same time “warming up” to Islam, that perceived

shift stirred unprecedented national attention. A final vote is slated to take place

later this month to determine what will and will not be included in those text books.

The important thing that Christians must realize concerning controversies such

as this one is that a stand against an accurate presentation of Christianity in our

Nation’s history is the equivalent of rejecting God’s Word without saying so.

This rejection of historical facts coupled with making love “god” results in an

erosion of Biblical love in favor of a powerful counterfeit. In the view of those

who have made love their god, it is wrong to place one faith above another — even

if placing that one faith may be the historical truth.They believe they must

embrace all beliefs equally — because it is the “loving” and tolerant thing to do.

It’s difficult to say whether the manipulation of the meaning of love evolved

into the New Age movement or the New Age movement caused the manipulation
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